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ONE CENT-T- HE DAY BOOK --ONE CENT

WE GET BUNKED ON FOOD PRICES!

Between the war and the weather
and the strikes, and, in fact, every
little new turn that comes up out of
the ordinary, food prices have hit the
ceiling with a thud. All the reasons
sound logical at the outset, but

When the prices once get up
around the mark that puts a crimp
in our pocketbook, they never come
down. '

For instance, meat has done a sky-
rocket since the railroad strike has
become really threatening; milk
went up a cent when the milk drivers
demanded more pay. At (east that
was the excuse given. Bread is on
the verge of a jump. The reason for
this is "just because." Ice costs
more now than it did a few weeks
ago. The threatened strike draws
the blame for this.

Outside of foodstuffs we might
mention gasoline and coal as pro-
ducts that have gone crazy with the
advance fever. Possibility of it being
hard to get coal into the city through
lack of trains has caused that im-

portant mineral to advance. Caso- -

WOMAN KILLED, THREE HURT
WHEN AUTO PLUNGES

Mrs. Suri Orjutsalo killed, three
hurt, when taxi driven by T. Lam-pin- en

went through railing of wood-
en bridge two miles south of Lake
Bluff and plunged 30 feet into a ra-
vine. v-

Lampinen, M. Fackalin and Mrs.
Hendrickson injured, the last named
seriously. All in accident lived in
Waukegan.
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promise that it would come down In
the summer when the "gas" was
flowing more freely.

And now we find ga& just where it
was. Milk sticks at 9 cents a quart,
even though conditions have come
about to normal andthe milk bosses
are taking in plenty of coin. It is a
safe bet that bread will either be
made in smaller loaves or advance
one cent. Nothing doing at all along
the lines of a decline. It doesn't
make any difference how much
money rolls into the bosses. '

And now it would be"1nteresting to
watch meat, Tee and coal. If the
threatened railroad strike ,1s really
the reason for the advance' in these
three articles, then when the strike
scare dies out and is settled, which it
surely will'be some time, then prices
should drop back again. The causa
of the advance will be gone. Ji,

Officials should watch this and
force prices back where they belongs
when said cause is removed.

We all get bunked too much!
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CHANCE FOR A BOY '

The Day Book has work-fo- r a boy
over 14 years. Call at the office' of
The Day Book, 500 S. Peoria strand 1
bring working certificate. , ""
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WEATHER FORECAST!

tlnsettled tonight and Saturday,
probably showers; cooler Saturday;
moderate southerly winds shifting to
northerly Saturday. Temperature. r
Thursday High, 87j low, $8,
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